Implementing Bike Share
Lessons Learned, Challenges,
and Successes
Bren Hall, Room 1424
Tuesday, July 9th, 10:05am – 11:20am

Mo Lovegreen, Director, Campus Sustainability, UC Santa Barbara

Partnerships and Process
Partnering Agencies on the South Coast Bike Share Feasibility Report
(completed 12/16):
Santa Barbara Bicycle Coalition
UC Santa Barbara
Isla Vista/County of Santa Barbara
City of Santa Barbara
City of Goleta
Santa Barbara City College
SBCAG (Santa Barbara County Association of Governments)
Santa Barbara Waterfront
MTD

Report Recommended that UC Santa Barbara Take the Lead in the Phase 1 Pilot and that
Phase 2 could be Goleta and Santa Barbara
Two Bren Master’s Students worked over summer 2016 to craft the report with
Jack Ucciferri from the SB Bicycle Coalition

On-Campus Partnerships
Santa Barbara Bicycle Coalition
UC Santa Barbara
Isla Vista/County of Santa Barbara
City of Santa Barbara
City of Goleta
Santa Barbara City College
SBCAG (Santa Barbara County Association of Governments)
Santa Barbara Waterfront
MTD

Parking and Transportation Services/TAP
Procurement
AS Bikes
Sustainable Transportation Committee
Chancellor’s Sustainability Committee

Statistics
25,976 Students (10,098 Housed in Campus Housing)
5,469 Faculty and Staff
10 Miles of Class 1 Bike Paths

Isla Vista is the Community Next to UC Santa Barbara
Is About a Square Mile and is Densely Populated
The Population in 2010 was 23,093. It is Managed
By the County of Santa Barbara

RFI
Requirement
1. The University’s preference is to have the bikes on campus and the payment system, website,
and any applicable applications (cell phone app preferred) functioning sometime during the Fall
Quarter of 2017, but understands some vendors may need additional time for a longer lead time.
2. Bikes must fit in our campus’s current bike racks, (Peak Racks). The University requires
station-less models. However, some Instrumentalities may prefer stations if and when they
onboard with the bike share program.
3. Bikes must be equipped with cargo capacity, a kickstand, an integrally mounted lock, allweather materials, self-charging headlight and tail light.
4. Bike lights must remain lit for up to 60 seconds when the bicycle is not being pedaled.
5. The bikes must have the ability to convey bicycle laws and safety, as well as maintenance and
customer service information that is easy to see and locate.

RFI
Requirement
6. The payment of bike ride time shall be only between the rider and awarded bike share
company. UCSB and any participating Instrumentality will not pay additional fees to host the
bikes.
7. The software/app must have the ability for users to read and accept a liability waiver.
8. Software/app and bike system updates must be provided at no charge to the end user or
University (and any participating Instrumentality).
9. Bike maintenance, payment system maintenance, website/app maintenance, and re-balancing
of bikes must be the responsibility of the awarded vendor.
10. The awarded vendor must be capable of and responsible for planning and implementing
expansion of the system to other parts of the community, as described in Section C of this RFI.
11. The company must be able to legally provide services within the U.S.

RFI
Requirement
12. Bidders must be able to provide proof that processing of credit card payments through all
available channels (website, cell phone app, etc.) is compliant with PCI (Payment Card Industry)
standards, as certified through a third-party audit process. The credit card gateway used for
credit card processing shall have appropriate PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standards) certification as a Level 1 Service Provider, as demonstrated by a listing on Visa's
"Global Registry of Service Providers" (http://www.visa.com/splisting/).
13. Awarded Bidder must be willing to coordinate with the UCSB Police department for any
bikes that are collected due to rider accidents and/or illegal bike parking.

RFI
Internal Scoring
Part II

1. Company Profile Low
Please briefly describe your company here. Please include a description of your team (e.g. number of
employees, expertise, number of years in business, and a list of US deployment sites and existing or future
operations in United States.
2. Bike Features High
Please describe briefly about the features, including safety and gears, and the technologies your bike has.
Please also specifically identify the safety features of the bikes.
3. Bike Production, Transportation & Disposal Medium
Describe where the bikes are made, how they are made, transported and disposed of.
4. User Registration High
Please provide a description of the user registration process. Can users utilize a mobile app to register
and/or locate bikes?

RFI
Internal Scoring
Part II

5. Timeline Low
Please describe the implementation timeline for this program.
6. Map of deployment and number of bikes High
a) Describe how your company is going to decide where to put bikes, how many bikes to be placed in each
location, and how your company plans to adjust the location and number of bikes from time to time.
b) How will your company respond to an increase in bike demand? How will they respond to
underutilization of bikes?
c) Geofencing – Describe how your company will implement geofencing/sub geofencing for the program
(software used, update schedule, etc. Jewel or Mo, do you recall what question we wanted to ask about
this?
7. Re-Balancing High
a) Please describe how your company is going to re-balance the bikes. Please include any labor or
equipment that is needed. Please specify if your company uses energy efficient vehicles, including the
type and size of the vehicles. (Jewel – we were going to state the policy about the use of energy efficient
vehicles here)
b) Does your company offer or propose any rider incentives for re-balancing?

RFI
Internal Scoring
Part II

8. Bike Maintenance High
Describe your company’s management model; will you use subcontractors? How will your company will maintain and
clean the bikes. Please include any labor or equipment that is needed.
9. Ride Pricing & Affordability High
a) Please describe your per ride, membership, and/or ride program price structure. Please elaborate on any special pricing
structure (discounts for certain groups, annual membership, etc.) if any.
b) How might you address offering a competitive rate structure for shorter trips? (Jewel, want to elaborate/fix this?)
10. Payment System Medium
Please describe how the users will pay for the bike share service. Please include all the accepted channels of payment.
11. Customer Support Medium
a) For the payment and bike location application, website system, and/or telephone customer support, what languages
will be provided?
b) What are your company’s hours for telephone customer support?
12. Emergencies Medium
Describe your company’s position on rider liability; whose insurance is financially responsible for rider accidents, including
bodily and property injury? Please also attach a copy of your company’s standard Waiver with your submission of the RFI
(as noted in Section E of the RFI)

RFI
Internal Scoring
Part II

13. Data and Metrics Medium
Describe what type of data will be available to the University, which we might use when determining if the program was
successful, and how we might implement a wide-spread, long-term bike share program on campus and in the community.
Please provide screenshots if possible. Also describe any reporting mechanism and the establishment of evaluation on
ridership or vehicle trip reductions, for example.
14. Theft Low
Describe how your company will address bike theft during this program?
15. Bike Locks Low
Describe how your company will address technical issues such as bikes not able to be unlocked or locked? What about
circumstances when an end user uses a personal locks
16. Parking Medium
Describe how your company will address limited space for bike parking, and how might you address illegal bike parking
(including blocking roads and walkways)?
17. Student Internships Low
Please describe what kinds of internship, jobs, or other opportunities might be available to UCSB students.

RFI
Internal Scoring
Part II

18. Revenue Opportunities Low
Please include plans or ideas, if any, to share or donate a portion of the revenues generated from UCSB users. Please
provide recommendations for financing/funding strategies as well as recommendations on future engagement of other
partners.
19. University Support Requirements Medium
Please detail what kind of support your company needs from UCSB, please include any labor and equipment.
20. Branding Medium
a) Please describe what kind of branding is allowed for UCSB or any participating Instrumentality.
b) Is sponsorship funding incorporated into your existing proposed costs for this RFI? If so, which third party entities would
be sponsoring the program for UCSB and/or any participating instrumentality?
21. Promotion & Advertisement High
Please describe how your company is going to advertise and promote the bike share program before and after its launch
at UCSB. Please provide details on how to reach out to potential users and guide them to ride the bikes.

RFI
Internal Scoring
Part II

22. Permits for sites off campus Low
Please describe how you plan to identify any requirements for, and to obtain any necessary permits to locate bikes on
public and/or private property. Note, this is not a requirement for UCSB, but may be a requirement for any participating
Instrumentalities.
23. References Medium
As noted in Section E of the RFI, please provide references from past or present municipal clients, which have/had similar
size and scope to that of UCSB.

Scoring of RFP Tips
1.

Read each question and answer side by side: Read question 1, then read the
answer for question 1 from all vendor submissions. Compare the vendor answers to
each other, and score all at the same time

2.

When reading the answers, make sure the vendor addressed each part of the
question. For example, if the question is actually asking about 3 topics, make sure
the vendor answered all 3 topics. If the vendor only addressed 2/3 of the topics, but
answered those two topics really well, then they could get 66% of the total possible
points for that question.

3.

Beware of “corporate” responses. If the answers are relatively vague and don’t
address UCSB, or our needs specifically, I wouldn’t score the answer very highly.

4.

For confusing answers, you may wish to use a process of elimination methodology;
whereby you cross out/ignore sentences that do not address the question.

5.

If answers refer to an external document or website rather than answer the
question, the score should be zero.

6.

If the vendor did not answer the question, the score should be zero.

1
2

3
4
5

6a

Please briefly describe your company here. Please include a description of your team (e.g. number of
employees, expertise, number of years in business, and a list of US deployment sites and existing or
future operations in United States.
Company Profile
Please describe briefly about the features, including safety and gears, and the technologies your bike
has. Please also specifically identify the safety features of the bikes.
Bike Features
Describe where the bikes are made, how they are made, transported and disposed of. The University
of California has committed to sending zero waste to landfill by 2020 and to reaching carbon
Production, Transportation, neutrality in its operations by 2025. If any of your processes are in line with these goals, please
elaborate.
Disposal
Please provide a description of the user registration process. Can users utilize a mobile app to
register and/or locate bikes?
User Registration
Timeline

Deployment

6b
6c

7a
7b

Re-Balance

300
700

450
700

Please describe the implementation timeline for this program.
Describe how your company is going to decide where to put bikes, how many bikes to be placed in
each location, and how your company plans to adjust the location and number of bikes from time to
time.
How will your company respond to an increase in bike demand? How will they respond to
underutilization of bikes?
Please describe how your company will implement geofencing/sub geofencing for the program
(software used, update schedule, etc.)
Please describe how your company is going to re-balance the bikes. Please include any labor or
equipment that is needed. Please specify if your company uses energy efficient vehicles, including
the type and size of the vehicles. Under UCSB’s current Sustainable Procurement Policy, 75% of the
light-duty university purchases should be alternative fuel and/or ultra-efficient vehicles.

300

Does your company offer or propose any rider incentives for re-balancing?

350

230
230
230

350

Zagster

Urbncyclr

Spin

LimeBike

Gotcha Bike

Total
Possible
Points

Cycle Hop

Scoring

8

Maintenance

9a

Pricing

9b
10

Payment System

11a

Customer Support

11b

12

Emergencies

13

Data & Metrics

14

Theft

15

Locks

16

Parking

Describe your company’s management model; will you use subcontractors? How will your company
will maintain and clean the bikes. Please include any labor or equipment that is needed.
Please describe your per ride, membership, and/or ride program price structure. Please elaborate on
any special pricing structure (discounts for certain groups, annual membership, etc.) if any.

700
350

How might you address offering a competitive rate structure for shorter trips?
Please describe how the users will pay for the bike share service. Please include all the accepted
channels of payment.
For the payment and bike location application, website system, and/or telephone customer support,
what languages will be provided?

350

What are your company’s hours for telephone customer support?
Describe your company’s position on rider liability; whose insurance is financially responsible for rider
accidents, including bodily and property injury? Please also attach a copy of your company’s
standard Waiver with your submission of the RFI (as noted in Section E of the RFI).
Describe what type of data will be available to the University, which we might use when determining if
the program was successful, and how we might implement a wide-spread, long-term bike share
program on campus and in the community. Please provide screenshots if possible. Also describe any
reporting mechanism and the establishment of evaluation on ridership or vehicle trip reductions, for
example.

225

Describe how your company will address bike theft during this program?
Describe how your company will address technical issues such as bikes not able to be unlocked or
locked? What about circumstances when an end user uses a personal lock?
Describe how your company will address limited space for bike parking, and how might you address
illegal bike parking (including blocking roads and walkways)?

300

450
225

450

450

300
450

Zagster

Urbncyclr

Spin

LimeBike

Gotcha Bike

Total
Possible
Points

Cycle Hop

Scoring

17

Internships

18

Revenue

19

UC Support

20a

Branding

20b

21

Promotion

22

Permits

23

References

Pass/Fail

Please describe what kinds of internship, jobs, or other opportunities might be available to UCSB
students.
Please include plans or ideas, if any, to share or donate a portion of the revenues generated from
UCSB users. Please provide recommendations for financing/funding strategies as well as
recommendations on future engagement of other partners.
Please detail what kind of support your company needs from UCSB, please include any labor and
equipment.
Please describe what kind of branding is allowed for UCSB or any participating Instrumentality.
Is sponsorship funding incorporated into your existing proposed costs for this RFI? If so, which third
party entities would be sponsoring the program for UCSB and/or any participating instrumentality?
Please describe how your company is going to advertise and promote the bike share program before
and after its launch at UCSB. Please provide details on how to reach out to potential users and guide
them to ride the bikes.
Please describe how you plan to identify any requirements for, and to obtain any necessary permits
to locate bikes on public and/or private property. Note, this is not a requirement for UCSB, but may be
a requirement for any participating Instrumentalities.
As noted in Section E of the RFI, please provide references from past or present municipal clients,
which have/had similar size and scope to that of UCSB.

300

300
450
225
225

700

300
450
11040

Zagster

Urbncyclr

Spin

LimeBike

Gotcha Bike

Total
Possible
Points

Cycle Hop

Scoring

Vendor Questions
Bike Share Vendor Questions:
1) Can you give us specifics on the GPS data? What resolution are you able to provide?
2) How will you apply geofencing? How will you treat Isla Vista?
3) Can you share your customized reporting with us? Will this come at no cost? How frequently will we have access to
this reporting?
4) Do you have any connection to Social Bikes?
5) How are you financing the program? What can you pull off for phase 1, phase 2
(and is it contingent on branding on bikes?)
6) Can you review your pricing structure with us? Student Pricing Options? How often is the price adjusted once the
program begins? What is your commitment to keeping the system affordable for students?
7) What are some of the sponsors (i.e. who will you be approaching for sponsorship and what approval will we get?)
8) Rider check out-how long before they consider it stolen?
9) Is there a public facing dashboard for the program?
10a) Do you have any proven outreach strategies in a university setting?
10b) What are your outreach strategies for advertising the program at UCSB and in Isla Vista?
11) Customer Support: Call in - is it local? Do you have a separate resource for the campus to escalate concerns?
12) What languages could they support?
13) Could you describe the (2 part) locking mechanism?
14a) Can you share the details on the bike itself?
14b) Are there any standout features on your bikes?

Reference Check Questions
1. Did the company do what they said they would do?
2. A they easy to work with/responsive to your needs?
3. How is their customer service?
4. Rebalancing- how effective are they at it and have there
been any issues?
5. How flexible are they in working with external parties
(cities/counties)?
6. How are the bikes holding up?
7. What are your lessons learned (what would you do to
modify your agreement if you renegotiated now)?

1
2
3

Ride Experience
Overall Stability
Gears

Overall rating of the bike riding experience
Did the bike provide a stable ride?
How would you rate the performance of the gears (gears selection and shifting)

4
5
6

Braking
Noise Level
Locking Mechanism

How did the brakes perform? Was the braking smooth?
Was it a quiet ride?
Were you able to test the lock? If so, please score the performance (if not, please skip)

7
8
9
10

Basket
Lights
Seat Adjustment Ability and Comfort
Kickstand

Did you like the basket and did it hold your material well?
Did the lights work and do you think they provide the proper level of safety?
Was it easy to adjust the seat height? Did you find the seat comfortable?
Did the kickstand perform well?

11
12
13
14

Fit into the UCSB Bike Racks
Bell
Aesthetic Design
Advertising Space
Were there any additional comments you have on
the bike riding experience?

Did the bike fit easily into the UCSB bike racks?
Did you like the bell and did it work well?
Did you like the look of the bike
Did the vendor provide a good amount of space for possible vendors?

15

Zagster
(white bike)

Total Possible Points -please rate from 1-10, 10 being the best

Cycle Hop
(blue bike)

Bike Testing Rankings

Siting

Proposed Siting by Hopr after their original site visit with UCSB, County of Santa Barbara, City of Goleta,
and City of Santa Barbara Representatives

Current Locations of Hopr Ponds/Parking

Partnerships and Process
20-25 min. then Q&A Mo Lovegreen, Director, Campus Sustainability,
Geography, UC Santa Barbara (lessons learned, challenges (scooter
policy), and successes (layout of maps, theft, bike repair/maintenance,
rebalancing responses, and data on ridership)). How does Hoper feel
like things are going with finding an advertiser and not breaking even –
how long until they feel successful. (Vendor relations)

Roll-Out (UC Santa Barbara and Isla Vista)
Original Plan

Actual

600 bikes on 8/1/18
600 additional bikes on 1/1/19

300 bikes by 8/15ish
50 bikes added in 1/19-2/19
40 e-bikes added 5/1/19

Immediate Challenge – 600 Scooters drop into Isla Vista
9/7/18 UC Santa Barbara Implemented an Interim Powered Scooters Policy
I. SCOPE
This policy governs all academic and staff employees, students, and visitors of UC Santa Barbara and the use of powered scooters on
University property.

II. DEFINITIONS
Campus Bike Paths: Also known as Class I bike paths, the integrated network of bike paths throughout the UC Santa Barbara Campus that
establish exclusive right of way for bicycles, away from the roadway, and with minimal cross-flow with motorized traffic.
Powered Scooter: Any two-wheeled device that is equipped with handlebars, a floorboard designed for standing upon when riding, and
powered by a motor, electric or otherwise.
Powered Scooter-Share Operator: An individual or public, private, or non-profit entity that manages a Powered Scooter-Share Program.
Powered Scooter-Share Program: A system of self-serve Powered Scooters for hire within the UC Santa Barbara Campus, operated by a
Powered Scooter-Share Operator, offering a pool of one or more self-serve Powered Scooters for use in the public right-of-way within the UC
Santa Barbara Campus.
Bike Lanes: Also known as Class II or Class IV bike lanes, they are lanes established along streets and defined by pavement striping and
signage to delineate a portion of a roadway for bicycle travel. Bike lanes are one-way facilities, striped adjacent to motor traffic travelling in
the same direction.

December-met with County of Santa Barbara and they implemented a process for vendors

Hopr

Statistics

Total Riders Since HOPR Started at UCSB

3,026

Total Miles (distance) Since HOPR Started at UCSB

35,809

Total Trips Since HOPR Started at UCSB

40,966

"Environment" Total Carbon Offset Since HOPR Started at UCSB 31,511.92 lbs.

Data range is from system launch until 4/8/19

Hopr
Statistics

Note:
additional
90 bikes
were added
in May

Hopr

Pricing

Original Pricing

Proposed

Pay Per Ride

$1/30 min.

$1 to unlock, $.25/min.

Monthly

$10/month
-60 min. ride time per day
-$1 for every 30 min. thereafter

$10/month
-Free to unlock
-$.10 min.
-Get battery for extra $5

Annual
Bikes
E-bikes

$60/year
-90 min. ride time per day
-$1 for every 30 min. thereafter

$75/year
-Includes battery
- Free to unlock
-30 min ride time per day
-$.10 per min. thereafter
$25 90 day summer pass
-30 min of daily ride time
-$.15 per min. thereafter
$50 7 day vacation pass
-90 min of daily ride time for 7 days
-$.15 per min. thereafter

Sales tax not included. If customers want to keep battery once they terminate membership they can for $50.00

Financial Aid
Partnership
Original Agreement

Modified Agreement

Pay ½ the annual membership for the
first $1,000 financial aid students that
sign up ($30,000.00)

Pay the full membership for financial
aid students that sign up

We only had 23 students take advantage of this by 4/29/19
v Required Reimbursement Via BARC System
v Students Didn’t Have the Capital to Front the Funds

Issue – Bike Parking Space
vLot Clearing (~2k Abandon Bikes/yr.)
vPartnered with AS BIKES to Have Regular
Tagging and Clearing of Left Bikes (Program
Implemented Winter 2019)

vNeed to Submit Proposal to Continue 19/20

Lessons Learned/Issues
vIncentives and Disincentives and When
They are Applied
vAccess to On-Line Web Tool/Database
vGeofencing Size Issue
vPolice/Impound
vHopr Needs to Find a Sponsor

Service
vBike Repair
vRebalancing
vMinimal Theft
vResponsive to Issues as they Arise

Looking Forward
Hopr

Will Make Modification to Locations in Lots:

v Dedicated Space for Hopr Bikes in the 6 Busiest Locations

Expanding the Program:

v Santa Barbara Call for Proposals Closes Later this Month
v Goleta Call Should Go Out in Fall

Looking Forward – Sustaining Bike Share
From a Financial Perspective, We Suspect:
The Program Will Only Be Successful If It Can Expand To The Other Jurisdictions
(More Likely to find a Sponsor when Expanding the Program)
In The Feasibility Study, We’d Looked At Bike Share Around The World And Found
that They Were Successful When They Had A Single Platform/Vendor In A Region
Hopr needs to put resources into PR/Outreach to be successful

Questions?

Mo Lovegreen, Director, Campus Sustainability, UC Santa Barbara

